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The			Sophers	
Their			take			on			the			2017						Term	

	
Going			into			this			term			I			felt			fairly			con�ident			seeing			as			I			had			just			had			a			decent	

term			as			sopher			over			the			summer.			I			didn’t			think			I			was			going			to			be			on			board			again			until	
Jack			and			I			got			nominated			as			a			ticket.			I			said			yes			seeing			as			I			wanted			to			see			if			I			could	
expand			on			what			I			did			over			the			summer.						Jack			and			I			planned			on			getting			out			3			to			4	
papers			over			the			term			and			this			was			something			we			failed			to			accomplish.			I			think			we	
struggled			with			getting			articles			from			the			chapter			and			we			need			to			implement			a			new	
system			for			writing			and			getting			articles.			I			tried			to			offer			food			as			an			incentive			but			that	
did			not			seem			to			work.			I			think			it			should			be			the			next			sophers			goal			to			try			to			think			of			a	
new			way			to			gather			articles			and			a			new			way			to			incentivize			writing			articles			because			the	
only			method			I			have			seen			successfully			implemented			is			annoying			people			into			writing	
articles			and			that			is			no			fun			for			everyone.						Our			goal			of			completing			multiple			papers			this	
term			was			unsuccessful,						but			please			enjoy			this			collection			of			everything			we've			gotten	
for			the			year.			I			believe			it			showcases			what			truly			makes			Berger			the			chapter			of			the			year!	
Thank			you			for			taking			the			time			to			read			our			paper			and			we			hope			you			enjoy			it.			-Aleph	
Zach			Shore	
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	
	
In			summation,			this			term			has			be			an			amazing			term.			We			have			had			many			successful	
programs			with			a			huge			attendance			at			many			of			these			events,			also			we			have			added			a	
large			amount			of			new			alephs.			In			any			other			year			these			two			things			would			demonstrate	
our			success.			However,			besides			adding			the			Chapter			of			the			Year,			which			is			a			de�ining	
moment			in			the			term,			the			true			moment			of			the			success			this			was			the			attendance			at	
Dave's			party.			The			sheer			amount			of			present			members			old			and			new,			some			who	
unfortunately			cannot			make			most			programs			and			those			members			who			come			to			every	
program			all			seemed			to			be			there			for			Dave.			This			was			the			true			show			of			an			amazing			term	
as			the			soul			of			the			chapter			Dave			was			given			an			amazing			send			off			for			his			dedication			to	
the			chapter,			and			this			event			truly			quanti�ied			the			success			of			this			term.-	Aleph   Jack   Baron 

	
	
	



 
Origins   of   the   word   Sophomore    -Aleph   Jake   Marchewitz 
 
The   word   "Sophomore"   derives,   according   to   Wikipedia,   "from   Greek 
σόφισμα   (sophisma),   'acquired   skill,   clever   device,   method',altered   to 
resemble   a   compound   of   the   Greek   words   σοφός   (sophos),   'wise'   and 
μωρός   (moros),   'foolish,   dull'." 
 
It   is   apparent   that   this   foolishness   and   dullness   applies   to   one   member   of 
this   class,   as   the   common   pronunciation   "Sawf-more"   has   deteriorated   into 
a   pronunciation   of   "Sowf-more".   A   staple   of   all   Berger   events   has   been 
shouting   "Sowfmore"   towards   Mark   Liner,   a   sophomore,   and   the   origin   of 
the   abominable   mispronunciation.   When   asked   for   a   comment,   Mr.   Liner 
said,   "I   think   it's   idiotic." 
 
How   wonderfully   ironic. 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Joining   Berger   - Aleph   Sam   Berkowitz 
 
This   past   year,   I   joined   a   group   of   people   that   changed   my   life,   in   the 

span   of   seven   months.   I   joined   BBYO,   a   Jewish   youth   group   organization. 
More   specifically,   I   joined   David   Berger   AZA   #1823,   a   mens   chapters   in   the 
Ohio   Northern   Region.   This   Decision   has   helped   me   socially,   and   mentally, 
and   is   a   decision   I   will   never   regret.Hello,   my   name   is   Sam   Berkowitz, 
proud   Aleph   of   David   Berger   AZA   #1823,   ofthe   Ohio   Northern   Region   #23. 
I’ve   been   apart   of   BBYO   for   as   of   now   seven   months.   Togo   back,   my 
journey   started   in   November.   I   was   struggling   in   school   socially,   and   I 
needed   friends.   One   afternoon,   on   a   Wednesday,   Joe   Spero,   David 
Berger’s   moreh,and   a   personal   friend,   called   me,   asking   me   to   go   to   BBYO 
event.   I   was   unsure   of   what   exactly   was   at   the   time.   I   had   heard   about   it   at 
my   overnight   summer   camp,   and   my   older   brother   was   in   it   a   few   years 



ago,   though   I   agreed   to   go,   as   I   saw   it   as   hope   to   help   me   socially.   Howbeit, 
I   was   dubious   to   going,   as   I   knew   BBYO   was   a   Jewish 
organization,   and   I’m   not   the   most   observant   jew. 

My   first   event   was   Berger   Star   Hanukkah,   a   Hanukkah   party   at   this 
girl’s   house,of   whom   I   didn’t   know,   and   yes,   it   was   strange,   as   I   only   knew 
one   person   there.   I   was   the   youngest   person   there,   an   8th   grader.   I   felt 
awkward   being   surrounded   by   a   group   of   older   teens   I   had   never   met,   and 
thought   this   awkwardness   would   never   change.   I   was   wrong!   After   the 
event,   Joe   called   me   to   ask   how   I   liked   the   event.   I   told   him   it   was   okay,and 
I   thought   it   was   strange.   He   told   me   to   keep   going,   and   recruit   more   of   my 
friends   into   it,   and   I   did.   I   kept   going   to   more   events,   and   kept   making   new 
friends   and   getting   to   know   the   other   fellow   members   of   the   chapter.   I 
started   to   realize   that   BBYO   has   nothing   to   do   with   age,   as   all   the   members 
were   extremely   accepting   and   enjoyed   my   Company.I’ve   been   to   over   11 
events,   and   two   conventions.   David   Berger   AZA   #1823   has   changed   my 
life,   helping   me   reach   out   more   and   make   better   relationships   with   better 
and   more   open   people.   My   advice,   after   you   leave   your   first   event, 
skeptical   about   joining,   keep   going,   because   in   some   way,   shape,   or   form, 
the   chapter   will   better   you,better   you   as   a   person. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- 

Chapter   of   the   year   Responses  
🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔 
I   know   this   is   overdue   but   I'm   so   proud   of   you   guys   for   winning   chapter   of 
the   year!   You   all   have   worked   so   hard   for   this   and   I'm   so   proud   to   be   an 
alumni   of   this   amazing   chapter!   Congrats   to   everyone!   Can't   wait   to   see 
everyone   soon!  
🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔🍔 

- Aleph   Brandon   Rock 
 
Hey   Berger   boys!!   I   just   wanted   to   let   you   all   know   how   unbelievably   proud 
I   am   of   each   and   every   one   of   you   for   all   your   success   this   past   weekend:)! 
I   can't   think   of   a   group   of   Alephs   who   deserves   chapter   of   the   year   more! 



Thank   you   for   letting   me   buy   you   food   the   past   year   and   a   half!!!   Stay 
amazing   😊 
- BBG   Sophie   Ruttenberg  
 
I’m   so   proud   of   every   single   one   of   you   and   everything   you   did   this 
weekend   and   the   past   term.   This   past   year   Berger   has   grown   so   much   and 
I'm   so   excited   to   see   you   grow   even   more   next   year.   Even   though   I'm   kinda 
biased,   Berger   is   definitely   the   best   AZA   chapter   in   the   region   and   the 
international   order.   Maybe   even   the   best   AZA   or   BBG   chapter   (don't   tell 
Chaia).   I   couldn't   ask   to   be   the   sweetheart   of   a   nicer,   funnier,   cringier 
chapter!!   Love   all   of   you   so   much   and   I   can't   wait   to   spend   even   more   time 
and   get   to   know   all   of   you   this   upcoming   term! �� 
- BBG   Danielle   Stein 
 
When   Mark   Liner   and   Jacob   Levine   first   introduced   me   to   BBYO,   I   did   not 
think   that   I   would   be   invested   in   the   concept   of   another   Jewish   youth   group. 
I   already   mentioned   in   Separates   that   I   was   apprehensive   about   joining 
since   I   was   already   a   Sophomore   at   the   time   and   that   my   biggest   fear   was 
not   being   able   to   connect   and   form   deep   bonds   with   the   amazing   people 
here.   Never   have   I   ever   been   so   glad   to   be   so   wrong.   This   past   weekend   at 
RC   really   showed   me   the   brotherhood   and   impact   that   BBYO   offers,   and   I 
am   happy   to   say   that   I   really   do   think   I   have   a   place   here.   Joining   this   late 
and   not   being   able   to   spend   more   time   with   the   amazing   people   I   have   met 
is   a   huge   regret   for   me,   but   it   is   time   to   make   the   most   of   what   I   have.   The 
only   thing   I   can   hope   for   is   that   I   successfully   aid   in   the   effort   to   make   this 
chapter   and   region   the   greatest   it   can   possibly   be.   Thanks   to   you   all   for 
making   this   weekend   amazing. 

Fraternally   Submitted   with   undying   love   for   David   AZA   #1823,   Ohio 
Northern   Region   #23   and   the   Grand   Order   of   the   Aleph   Zadik   Aleph.   I 
forever   remain   Aleph   Ronen   Joshua   Zomber,   damn   proud   Aleph 

- Aleph   Ronen   Zomber 



Just   wrote   a   really   long   very   inspirational   and   emotional   paragraph   about 
this   past   year,   Dave   Eskenazi   and   our   outgoing   seniors,   the   future   of   our 
chapter,   the   #FreeGimbel   movement,   and   pterodactyls.   So   unbelievably 
proud,   excited   and   humbled.   I'll   save   everything   else   for   later   on   but   I 
wanted   to   thank   each   and   everyone   of   you   for   the   memories   we   have 
made.   Get   ready   for   the   best   damn   summer   of   your   lives.   Also   good   luck 
on   finals   everyone.   Fraternally   Submitted   with   undying   love   for   Pop   Tarts 
and   other   miscellaneous   things....,   Sleep,   David   Berger   AZA   #1823,   Ohio 
Northern   Region   #23   and   the   Grand   Order   of   the   Aleph   Zadik   Aleph.   I 
forever   remain   DAMN   PROUD, 

- Aleph   Jacob   Matthew   Levine 

Chapter   Of   The   Year!!!   So   proud   for   the   amazing   chapter   we   are!!!!!   I   love 
all   of   you!!   And   thank   you    Dave   Eskenazi    for   all   he   has   done   for   the   chapter 
and   you   are   such   an   inspirational   role   model   for   the   chapter   for   every 
alumni,   every   Aleph,   and   every   person   ever   affiliated   with   David   Berger 
AZA   #1823.   Fraternally   Submitted   with   undying   love   for   David   Berger   AZA 
#1823,   Dave   Eskenazi,   the   Ohio   Northern   Region   #23,   and   the   Grand 
Order   of   the   Aleph   Zadik   Aleph, 

I   forever   remain, 

Damn   Proud   Aleph   Moreh   of   David   Berger   AZA   #1823,  

- Aleph   Joseph   Marc   Spero 

I   am   gonna   keep   this   short   because   the   one   after   chapter   lives   is   going   to 
be   a   novel   anyway   thank   you   guys   so   much   for   making   my   last   convention 
so   special   all   of   you   are   amazing   and   congrats   on   all   the   success   this   year 

- Aleph   David   Wittenberg 

DAMN   PROUD   OF   EVERY   SINGLE   ONE   OF   YOU.   Like   Witty   said   after 
lives   you'll   get   a   novel   but   I   am   so   beyond   grateful   for   the   home   I've   had   in 
David   Berger   for   the   past   four   years. 

- Aleph   Elon   Bortz 

 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100005908351006&fref=mentions


Top   10s,   Memes,   Etc. 
Top   Ten   Things   Only   People   In   Berger   Get: 

10.   Uh   Oreos,   uh   twinkies,   uh   beef   jerky... 

9.   David   Bohm's   left   testicle 

8.   Why   Gabe   Cohen   hates   hosting   events/Max   Bleich's   bathroom   habits 

7.   Sopher   Cat 

6.   Gabe   Cohen 

5.   Heights! 

4.   We   don't   roll   on   on   Shobbos 

3.   "We're   going   to   McDonalds   and   CedarPoint   every   weekend!"  

2.   Booffaye   food   truck 

1.   YOU   DON'T   KNOW   WHAT   A   BAGEL   CUTTER   IS?! 

- Aleph   Gabe   Shapera 

 

Top   10   Dope   Fundraisers   that   we   can   do   over   the   next   year: 

10)   Work   with   a   restaurant   and   get   some   profit   donated   towards   Berger 

9)   Region-wide   sports   competition 

8)   Berger   Shuk 

7)   Berger   calling   party 

6)   Vegas   Night 

5)   Video   Game   tournament 

4)   Raffles   at   every   program 

3)   Pie   a   board   member/Advisor/Regional   Staff 

2)   Wing   night   2.0(with   Gil) 

1)   HELLA   DOPE   BERGER   SPIRITWEAR 

- Aleph   Jonah   Rubanenko  



 

Elon’s   Top   10   Favorite   Numbers 

1.   One 

2.   Two 

3.   Three 

4.   Four  

5.   Five  

6.   Six 

7.   Seven 

8.   Eight 

9.   Nine 

10.    Tits 

- Aleph   Elon   Bortz 

 
Top   30   Words   that   sound   dirty   but   aren’t  
 
1.   Diphthong 
2.   Kumquat 
3.   Cocksure 
4.   Peacock 
5.   Blowhole 
6.   Backhoe 
7.   Angina 
8.   Uranus 
9.   Shuttlecock 
10.   Formication 
11.   Analytics 
12.   Analysis 
13.   Analogy 
14.   Analect 



15.   Analize  
16.   Bunghole 
17.   Caulk 
18.   Pussywillow 
19.   Pussycat  
20.   Pussyfoot 
21.   Cockalurum 
22.   Cockbilling 
23.   Cocktail 
24.   Poppycock 
25.   Cockatiel 
26.   Cocker   Spaniel 
27.   Cockatoo 
28.   Cockpit 
29.   Seacock 
30.   Titillating  
- Aleph   Mark   Liner 
 

The   Best   Memes   That   Came   Out   Of   That   One   Time   The   ONR   Facebook 
Page   Got   Really   Out   Of   Control   Before   Kallah     - Aleph   Mark   Liner 

1.   Aleph   Harambaruch 

 



 
2.   Aleph   Spongegar 

 
3.   BBG   Confused   Black   Girl 

 



 
4.   Aleph   Baruch   Obama 

 
5.   Aleph   Bernie   Sanders 

 



6.   When   Troy   tried   to   get   in   on   the   memes   but   failed 
miserably 

 
7.   And   then   failed   miserably   again 

 



8.   And   then   failed   miserably   a   third   time 

 
9.   But   then   got   roasted   by   Jonah   via   meme 

 
 
 
 



10.   Steph   Curry   Being   A   Good   Jew 

 
11.   Lebron   James   Being   A   Bad   Jew 

 



12.   The   Cardiodobresar   System 

 
 

 

The   Top   5   People   Who   Look   Like 
Dave   Eskenazi 
 
5.   The   most   interesting   man   in   the   world   if   he   was 
bald 



 
 
 
4.   This   guy. 
 

 
 
 
3.   Jeff   Ross   if   Dave   was   young   and   had   hair 



 
 
 
2.   This   old   Jewish   guy   from   a   buzzfeed   video   about 
Yiddish  
 



 
1.   Rob   Reiner 
 

 

Our   Award   Winning   ScrapBook   - The 

Sophers   and   Aleph   Jojo   Attias 

 



 
      Berger   Gets   Photoshopped 

By:   Mark   Leonidovich   Liner 

 
1. Lord   Voldecohen 

2.   Jilltraxedactyl 

 



 
3.   Gab   Shaper   licks   butter   while   Gab   Shaper   throws   up 
in   disgust   watching   Gab   Shaper   lick   butter 

 
4.   Kyle   as   Sid   The   Sloth   from   Ice   Age 
 
 



5.   Joe   as   Darla   from   Finding   Nemo 

 
 
6.   Andrew   Feldman   becomes   an   aesthetic   vegan   and 
goes   to   Whole   Foods 

 



7.   Elon   Christ 

 
 
8.   Joe   as   Mr.   Electricidad   from   Sharkboy   and   Lavagirl 

 



 
 
9.   Joe   as   a   clown 

 



 



 



 

 



 

 



 



 



 



 



 













 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


